Quality measures for segmentation and classification. Standard image segmentation algorithms such as Otsu thresholding, edge detection, clustering etc. are useful for segmenting identifiable objects against a static non-complex background. Since the benchmark contains the ground truth, supervised evaluation methods can be used and the quality of each image segmentation routine can be estimated. The supervised segmentation evaluation measures are based on the degree of similarity between image segmentation resulting from an application of a particular algorithm against a manually-segmented reference image. A variety of such measures exist and are mostly based on the number of pixels that are misclassified when compared to the image object pixels in the manually labeled image while penalizing pixels inversely proportional to distance from correct ones [1, 2] . Many methods use the difference in the number of objects detected with the ground truth ( [3, 4] Measures like Rand Index (RI), Jaccard Index (JI), Normalized Sum of Distances (NSD) and Hausdorff Metric (HM) are useful when evaluating 2D image segmentation [8, 9] . In RI based on true positive and negative image pixels, the image must contain useful information in its negative pixels, too. In our case, we need not our background to be segmented since we have foreground objects as ground truth against a background that contains no useful information. Therefore, we need to develop a criterion based on positive pixel values. In such cases, RI tends to deliver high values even if no foreground object is segmented because background constitutes most of the pixels in images of our data set. Moreover, false detections are to be penalized in such a criterion.
with x seg,ij ∈ {0, ..., K} (0: no segment, 1,..., K: class label) and the given ground truth image X truth ∈ N m×n with x truth,ij ∈ {0, ..., K}. δ seg,ij and δ truth,ij represent binary pixel values of X seg and X truth respectively.
We introduce a quality criterion evaluating the number of detected objects (Segmentation measure 1) and their respective areas (Segmentation measure 2) and the classification accuracy (Classification measure) based on the number of misclassified objects. It is specifically designed to incorporate further evaluation measures in addition to the necessary criteria for segmentation evaluation.
1. Segmentation measure 1 (q 1 ): Difference in total number of objects detected in comparison to the ground truth.
Let S be the set of all the BLOBs (Binary Large Objects) found in X seg such that, S = {S u |u = 1, ..., U } and U is the total number of BLOBs found in X seg . S u is a set of C u pixel positions/coordinates and is defined as:
Similarly, let T be the set of all the BLOBs present in X truth such that, T = {T v |v = 1, ..., V } and V is the total number of BLOBs present in X truth and is given. Here, T v is defined as T v = {{T vx,1 , T vy,1 }, · · · , {T vx,Cv , T vy,Cv }} where, C v denotes the number of pixels in BLOB T v .
For each BLOB in S u we determine the overlap with all ground truth BLOBs T v sequentially. If the maximum overlap exceeds 1/3 (set heuristically) of T v , we assume the BLOB S u being present in the ground truth as well and add it to the set of correct segmented object S c and delete the corresponding overlapping ground truth element from the complete set of V ground truth elements such that for a new S u , z = 1, ... , V -n v (number of T v BLOBs affected by overlap) and z is new number of remaining T v elements. The formula for S c in each iteration is given as:
Where, Z indicates maximum number of elements left in z after overlap. Therefore, the criterion is described as:
The a priori knowledge for this measure is handled using fuzzy membership functions in order to describe it in the range of 0 -1 according to (5) in S3 Text, such that:
From the logical point of view, such a criterion engulfs all the cases of true positive (TF), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) detections. Since negative pixels are not the part of information we require, this criterion is be able to handle all possible case of positive pixels such as:
one S u overlaps one T v i.e. TP (counted according to (2)).
one S u overlaps no T v but just the background i.e. FP. Such cases are not counted as overlap according to (2) . one S u overlaps two T v BLOBs. As a result of overlap, both BLOBs of T v be deleted in new set T z to be checked for next iteration, so it will not increase the overall count. In this way, (2) would not include the match twice but only once. two S u BLOBs against one T v . So, for the first S u , the overlap will delete the corresponding T v and only this count will be taken into account. In next iteration for the second S u , no corresponding BLOB will be present in T z .
Note: only the matches of BLOBs present in S are checked against BLOBs of T for the total count obtained to be checked against the total count of ground truth elements, which would again lead to just one match and yield a lower value of criterion.
2. Segmentation measure 2 (q 2 ): Non-overlapping pixels of the detected objects with the pixels of ground truth objects.
It is described as:
The a priori knowledge for this measure is handled using fuzzy membership functions in order to keep it consistent with other criteria here introduced here. It is here defined according to (5) in S3 Text as:
PLOS 2/4 3. Classification measure (q 3 ):
For each image X seg , BLOBS are compared for class types using X truth . As BLOBS do not perfectly match the reference, the class assignment is needed to be synthesized. For each BLOB S u in X seg , a classifier can assign a class based on a feature set f and then it is compared to class type K v of the corresponding BLOB T v in X truth .
Let K u represent the class assignment for each S u andK u represent the class assignment by a classifier (given by x seg ). Then
such that, the quality criterion could be written as:
This criterion (7) was then accordingly converted to a fuzzy criterion using:
µ 3 = µ(q 3 ; 2, 0, 1).
Using these criteria, the overall segmentation quality measure Q seg (r, b, n) for each image is then given as:
and the total quality measure is given as:
